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FITGEN EU project
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In the last decade, research interest in the field of road transport moved from 
combustion engines to hybrid and electric vehicles
◦ Reducing emissions in urban areas

◦ Reducing environmental and acoustic impact

◦ Improving the life quality of the citizens

This trend was strongly supported by private 
and public investments
◦ New generation batteries

◦ Advanced e-motors and PE converters

FITGEN European project 
(H2020 LC-GV-01-2018 call) aims to 
develop a brand-independent  
fully electric vehicle architecture
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Target
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The FITGEN e-axle targets significant advances over the 2018 State of the Art:

1) 40% increase of motor power density 
◦ 6-phase PM e-machine operating above 18,000 rpm

2) 50% increase of inverter power density 
◦ SiC power switches

3) Affordable and integrated in-built 
fast charge capability 

◦ 80 kW average, up to 120 kW peak power

4) Increase of electric driving range to 
700-1000 km/day 

◦ including 1h30’ of charging time
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E-axle architecture
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Integration of DC/DC converter, 6-phase inverter, PMSM and transmission, 
including fast charging capability
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Possible 
integration of the 

OBC with the 
traction drive 
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Definition of the e-axle



Reference platform
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The FITGEN e-axle is designed to be brand independent 

Reference vehicle platforms: 
◦ A-segment 2 wheel driving BEV

◦ Small SUV 4 wheel driving PHEV 
(combustion engine in the front, e-axle in the rear)

◦ Large SUV 4 wheel driving BEV

A full scale prototype e-axle will be 
integrated and tested on an A-segment 
pure EV mule in rear axle configuration



End-user requirements: speed profiles
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The end user requirements were defined based on a set of speed profiles
◦ Homologation procedures (WLTP and US06)

◦ Driving cycles (experimental)

◦ Constant speed highway driving (target range: 700 km with three fast charges)

WLTP (large SUV)

WLTP: Worldwide harmonized Light vehicles Test Procedure

Main contributor:
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Components design



E-motor design
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6-phase Buried Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machine 

High power density (>5𝒌𝑾/𝒌𝒈) was achieved by optimal motor 
design and material selection

Measured peak efficiency of 96.8% and >96% in a wide operating 
range

For the high rotational speed:
◦ Electromechanical co-design
◦ formed litz wire was preferred to hairpin technology

Main contributor:



SiC inverter and DC/DC design
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Adoption of latest technology of SiC power MOSFETs for the 6-phase inverter

The adoption of the DC/DC converter reduces the DC-link current and enables 
the compatibility with DC charging stations up to 800V

DC-link voltage online adapted during operation for optimal efficiency of the 
converters

Main contributors:



Single speed transmission design
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Integration of high efficiency reduction unit, the differential 
and the e-motor

Electrically driven disconnect clutch (for hybrid vehicles)

Oil cooling, investigating the possibility of employing 
transmission cooling lubricating oil also to cool the e-drive 

Main contributor:



Motor control design
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An advanced motor control strategy was designed, accounting for: 
◦ High non-linearities caused by the magnetic saturation effect 

◦ Cross-coupling between the two 3-phase sets

◦ Optimal current set-point generation algorithm, including Field Weakening

◦ Necessity of balancing the DC-link capacitors in cascade inverter configuration

Combined inverter and DC/DC control for efficiency optimization

Main contributors:



Battery charging
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The high voltage DC/DC-converter steps-up the battery 
voltage from a nominal 400 V, to a controlled DC-link up 
to 750 V
◦ Compatibility with high voltage DC-chargers up to 750 V (with 

flexibility to lower rated values)

◦ Smart-use of the DC-link voltage

A low-to-mid power AC/DC on-board charger is also 
investigated in two options:
◦ Stand-alone OBC converter

◦ Integrated charger (IOBC)

The IOBC exploits the traction drive also at charging 
stage, pursuing the maximum e-axle compactness

Main contributor:
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E-axle assembly and testing



Manufacturing and testing
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First level testing: each component has been 
manufactured and tested individually under full power 
and performance

Second level testing: the full e-axle was mounted and 
tested in dedicated test bench in laboratory environment, 
emulating real driving conditions, standard driving cycles



Demonstration on vehicle
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Third level testing (ongoing): the FITGEN e-axle will be mounted on a mule of a
real vehicle platform (A segment, RWD), to measure the global e-axle
performance at EV level, targeting TRL7 and MRL7 assessment and validation
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Integrated On-board Battery Charger



Integrated and Isolated On-board Charger
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In integrated OBCs, the traction drive is reconfigured in charging mode exploiting 
the e-motor as reactive element and the inverter for energy conversion
◦ Higher compactness of the e-axle

◦ Lower number of components

◦ High current rating of the charger

On the other hand, the integrated chargers are subject to several constrains:
◦ Avoiding torque during charging

◦ Minimal reconfiguration complexity

◦ Safety for the users

In particular, most of the integrated 
chargers in literature are not isolated

reconfiguration



Integrated and Isolated On-board Charger
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Integrated chargers are often designed for EVs with 3-phase motor drives

The adoption of 6-phase machines opens a wide number of possibilities for safe 
OBC integration

In this project we propose several topologies for OBCs integrated with a 6-phase 
traction drive but still guaranteeing galvanic isolation

The proposals fall into two categories:

1. Isolated Fully Integrated (IFI-OBC)

2. Isolated Semi-Integrated (ISI-OBC)

reconfiguration
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Isolated Full-Integrated On-Board Charger (IFI-OBC)
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The principle is using the 6-phase PMSM as an isolation transformer at grid 
frequency, and the traction inverter for energy conversion

Two versions are proposed [1]: IFI-1ph and IFI-3ph for single or 3-phase grid inlet
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6ph PMSM = 50Hz transformer

[1] P. Pescetto and G. Pellegrino, "Integrated Isolated OBC for EVs with 6-phase Traction Motor Drives," ECCE 2020
[2] P. Pescetto and G. Pellegrino, "Isolated On-Board Battery Charger Integrated with 6-phase Traction Drive," ICEMS 2020



IFI-1ph OBC: topology
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The single-phase grid is connected between the machine phases b1 and c1 
→ The grid current 𝑖𝑔 equals 𝑖𝑏1 = −𝑖𝑐1

The control of INV.2 is composed by two branches, regulating the grid current
waveform and actively forcing zero torque
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Accurate grid and battery
current control

V2G capability

No torque during
charging



IFI-1ph OBC: results
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◦Active zero torque control  
forcing 𝒊𝒅𝒒 on 𝒅 axis 

◦Accurate control of sinusoidal 
grid current, regardless the 
rotor orientation

◦Maximum required power in 
single phase (6.6 kW)

Grid current THD <2.5%

Grid Power Factor ≈1
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The control performance are not 
affected by the rotor position

Grid voltage and current

Secondary side voltage and current



Integrated Semi-Isolated Onboard Charger (ISI-OBC) [3]
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The 6-phase PMSM is employed as HF 
isolation transformer
◦ INV.2 operates as grid connected active 

front end rectifier

◦ INV.1 excites the PMSM at controlled 
voltage frequency and amplitude

◦ An additional diode bridge rectifies the 
induced EMF, charging the battery

Dedicated control strategies developed 
to regulate the power flow through the 
machine without producing torque

The machine operates close to its 
nominal frequency
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[3] P. Pescetto and G. Pellegrino, “Isolated Semi Integrated On-board Charger for Evs Equipped with 6-phase Traction Drives”, IECON 2021



ISI-OBC: experimental results @11kW
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ISI-OBC successfully tested on proof-of-concept 
prototype based on commercial traction motor 
up to the maximum required power (11 kW)
◦ A hysteresis control correctly limits the current below 

the imposed threshold, avoiding core saturation

◦ Optimal coupling between the two winding sets

◦ 𝑖𝑞 correctly driven to zero, resulting in negligible torque

◦ Correct operation at every charging power level



Conclusions
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◦FITGEN H2020 project aims at developing a functionally integrated e-axle, 
demonstrated on an A-segment BEV platform

◦6-phase BPM-SM: maximum speed  of 23 krpm is achieved, for a maximum 
continuous power of 130 kW (220 kW peak) and power density up to 6 kw/kg
with a measured peak efficiency of 96.8%

◦High efficiency SiC power MOSFET inverter exhibiting 35 kW/l power density

◦Deep experimental validation on the bench, TRL7 and MRL7 demonstration on 
vehicle platform is currently ongoing

◦As part of the project, innovative solutions for on-board battery chargers 
integrated with the traction drive are proposed, still guaranteeing galvanic 
isolation as a key safety requirement
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Follow us!
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website: www.fitgen-project.eu

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/FitgenProject/

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12230351/

Twitter: https://twitter.com/FitgenH2020 → @FitgenH2020 

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/fitgenproject/?hl=it

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC6yp5ndsJjO2SrH-TjHn8RQ
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